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Council Meeting 
Coeur d’Alene Idaho 

November 18-19, 2008 
 

Minutes 
 
Bill Booth called the meeting to order at 1:35 pm on November 18th and adjourned it at 11:30 am 
on November 19th.  All members were present. 

1. Presentation on plug-in hybrid vehicles:   
Dr. Michael Kintner-Meyer, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. 

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is the lead federal laboratory looking at the 
interactions of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) with the power grid, Dr. Michael 
Kintner-Meyer of PNNL told the Council.  We are looking at whether our infrastructure can 
support the driving of these vehicles, he said.  Another question, according to Kintner-Meyer, is:  
the issue of night-time charging. 

We've considered whether the electric grid can help the country move away from dependence on 
foreign oil, he noted.  We found the idle capacity of today's grid could supply 73 percent of the 
energy needs of the light-duty vehicle fleet in the United States, if they were PHEVs, provided 
the charging of the vehicles is done in a managed manner throughout the day and night, Kintner-
Meyer said.  If you have only night-time charging, 43 percent of the vehicles could be fueled, he 
noted. 

He recommended "incentivizing early adopters" and pointed out that several Northwest utilities, 
including Snohomish PUD and Seattle City Light, are working on these questions, and he 
suggested the Council encourage such efforts.                  

Reports from Fish and Wildlife, Power and Public Affairs committee chairs:   
Rhonda Whiting chair, fish and wildlife committee; Melinda Eden, chair, power committee; 
and Dick Wallace, chair, public affairs committee. 

Rhonda Whiting reported that the Fish and Wildlife Committee received a presentation on 
Mitchell Act funding and discussed within-year project funding adjustments, as well as the fish 
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and wildlife project review process.  We also talked about a guidance document for Independent 
Scientific Review Panel (ISRP) review of Columbia Basin Accord projects, the John Day 
subbasin monitoring project, and the Kootenai Master plans, she said.       

Melinda Eden reported the Power Committee discussed proposed DSI service principles and 
talked about several analyses related to the Sixth Power Plan.  Staff has revised its low-end cost 
estimate for ancillary services for wind integration, she said.  Staff reported that wind is still the 
least-cost renewable energy source and the most important resource for the upcoming plan, Eden 
added.  We also had an update on the cost and availability of nuclear generation and heard new 
estimates of conservation potential in the agricultural sector, she said.  Our look at utility 
distribution systems, an area not examined in previous power plans, showed the region could 
save "a stunning 450 to 500 MW," Eden noted.         

Dick Wallace, chair of the Public Affairs Committee, pointed out the Council has revised its web 
site and that the Council's report to Congress is out for a 90-day review.  He recommended 
Council members start thinking about a trip to Washington, D.C. to talk with officials from the 
new Administration and the Congressional delegation.    

2. Update on Bonneville Power Administration initiatives:   
Mark Gendron, Bonneville Power Administration. 

Mark Gendron of BPA told the Council that December 1 is the deadline for BPA customers to 
execute new 20-year power sales contracts resulting from BPA's Regional Dialogue, he noted.  
We look forward to having 140 executed contracts -- it's an incredible achievement we've 
worked together on for the last 10 years, Gendron said.     

Since the Comprehensive Review of the Northwest Energy System in 1996, BPA has attempted 
to define its long-term power role, and we are now on the cusp of significant change, he stated.  
We started the Regional Dialogue in 2005, and since then, we've engaged in an incredible 
amount of regional collaboration, Gendron said.  The goals of the Regional Dialogue were to 
preserve the value of the Federal Base System and define the obligations of BPA and its 
customers to serve growing loads over time, he explained.    

Gendron noted that 41 preference customers have already signed the new 20-year contracts 
offered in August..   

The finalized tiered rate methodology is a brand-new approach with a new rate design, he said.  
Our load shaping policy is new, and so is the way we will charge our customers for demand, 
Gendron stated.  Our new rate design will encourage our customers to reduce consumption 
during peak periods, he said.  Going forward, there's a possibility we will need to amend the 
contracts or the tiered rates methodology to get the two to "synch up," he told the Council.  We 
will also spend time with our preference customers gathering information so we can develop Tier 
2 products for them, Gendron stated.  A key change as a result of the Regional Dialogue involves 
how customers will choose to serve their load growth, he noted.    

We plan to work in concert with the Council to develop a new Resource Program for BPA, he 
said, and we have adjusted our resource program schedule to fit with the schedule for the Sixth 
Power Plan.  
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Tom Karier asked how BPA will approach Tier 2 power offerings.  Will you identify resources 
and then quote customers a possible price? he asked.  Our approach is that we are "agnostic" 
about whether we serve the growth in loads or not, he continued.  But we understand it's a new 
time, and we respect that customers have choices and may develop their own resources, he said.  
BPA has a different role now -- it's not the marketing approach we've historically had, Gendron 
stated. 

Melinda Eden asked how the timing works if BPA is looking at resources now, and customers 
don't have to say until next year whether they want to buy Tier 2 products.  We won't buy ahead 
of need, Gendron said.   

Jim Yost asked whether the High Water Marks include a growth factor.  The total of the High 
Water Marks won't exceed 7,400 megawatts (MWa) for service to existing customers, replied 
Gendron.  We also said we would supply up to 250 MWa at the Tier 1 rate to new publics and 
tribal utilities, and the Administrator has been clear in his intention to offer contracts to all our 
customer classes, including the Direct Service Industries (DSIs), by the end of the year, he 
added. 

With respect to the Residential Exchange, Gendron noted that BPA has completed its response to 
the Ninth Circuit Court order.  We've established a new average system cost methodology and a 
new 7(b)(2) rate test, he reported.  The exchange benefits have been established, and 
overpayments to investor-owned utilities will be returned to the public utilities over a seven-year 
period, Gendron told the Council.  The IOUs are considering executing Regional Dialogue 
contracts that would go into effect in 2012, he said.   

There remains uncertainty about the actual level of benefits for participating utilities and for the 
utilities that pay the benefits, according to Gendron.  We are hopeful the utilities will be 
interested in reaching a long-term settlement of the Residential Exchange and that progress can 
be made, he concluded.         

3. Update on the status of Northwest Energy Efficiency Task Force:   
Ken Canon. 

Ken Canon, facilitator for the Northwest Energy Efficiency Taskforce (NEET), brought the 
Council up to date on NEET's progress.  NEET's objective is to accelerate the achievement of 
energy efficiency in the Northwest, especially through collaborative efforts, he said.  There has 
been a lot of talk about renewables, and NEET is aimed at reasserting the dominance of energy 
efficiency as a long-term goal for the region, Canon stated.   

NEET has six working groups with over 300 participants in the groups, Canon pointed out.  The 
work groups presented their draft recommendations at an executive committee meeting October 
3, he said.   

We are pleased with what the work groups came up with, Canon stated, adding that we asked 
them for "actionable recommendations that will really make a difference."  We are working to 
have a draft report out on January 9th, he said.   
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4. Public comment on Preliminary Draft Fuel Prices for the Sixth Power Plan 
(Council document 2008-13). 

 

Staffer Terry Morlan reported the comment period on the Council's paper, Preliminary Draft 
Fuel Prices for the Sixth Power Plan, had ended November 14.  We got 12 written comments, 
and as a result, we will make some revisions to the paper, he said.  We will broaden the range of 
prices for natural gas, Morlan stated.  We have lowered near-term fuel prices, and the recession 
may have additional effects, he said.  We will also clarify the treatment of CO2 costs, Morlan 
added. 

Public comment on the Council’s draft fish and wildlife program amendments 
(Council document 2008-11). 

 

Doug Payne, prosecutor for Benawah County, Idaho, told the Council the county has had a 
problem with being heard when it comes to the Albeni Falls wildlife mitigation program.  He 
noted even though the Northwest Power Act specifically refers to participation from local 
governments, "when it came to BPA paying to acquire thousands of acres in our county, we 
didn't have any say-so whatsoever." 

Payne asked the Council to recognize there is a problem when there is no input from local 
residents, and he questioned whether the purchase "was in the interest of ratepayers, the tribe, or 
anyone else."    

Brian Lipscomb, executive director of the Columbia Basin Fish and Wildlife Authority 
(CBFWA), presented comments on the Council's draft fish and wildlife program.  He said the 
program needs to outline the role of the fish and wildlife agencies and tribes and others in 
planning, implementing, and evaluating the program.   

5. Council decision on within-year project funding adjustments:   
Mark Fritsch, manager, project implementation. 

Staffer Mark Fritsch presented a series of within-year fish and wildlife project funding requests 
to the Council.  The first project he described was a Grande Ronde Supplementation Project 
requesting $115,000.  Whiting said the fish and wildlife Committee had approved it.  Bruce 
Measure moved that the Council recommend that BPA fund Project #1998-007-02, Grande 
Ronde Supplementation-Lostine O&M.  Whiting seconded, and the motion passed. 

Fritsch said the second project, Oregon Fish Screens, has been deferred to the December 
meeting.  The third project, he explained, requests $748,592 for Manastash Creek Fish Passage 
Improvements.  Whiting said the fish and wildlife Committee had approved it. 

Measure moved that the Council recommend that BPA fund Project #2007-398-00, Manastash 
Creek Fish Passage Improvements.  Eden seconded, and the motion passed. 
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Fritsch presented three research, monitoring, and evaluation (RM&E) projects, which he said 
were all associated with hatchery supplementation.  They are all Biological Opinion (BiOp) 
projects, he noted, and Whiting said the fish and wildlife Committee approved them. 

Measure moved that the Council recommend that BPA fund Project #1992-026-04, Investigate 
Life History of Spring Chinook Salmon and Steelhead in the Grande Ronde Subbasin, Project 
#1996-043-00, Johnson Creek Artificial Propagation Enhancement, and Project #1997-030-00, 
Chinook Salmon Adult Abundance Monitoring.  Whiting seconded, and the motion passed. 

Fritsch presented a project requesting $27,000 for fish screens operation and maintenance 
(O&M) in the Yakima Basin.  Whiting said the fish and wildlife Committee had approved it.  
Measure moved that the Council recommend that BPA fund Project #1995-033-00, O&M 
Yakima Basin Fish Screens.  Wallace seconded, and the motion passed. 

Fritsch presented a project to restore the Potlatch River watershed, which has requested a scope 
change to meet the expectations of the Columbia Basin Fish Accords, with a staff 
recommendation the project be reviewed by the ISRP.  Whiting said the fish and wildlife 
Committee agreed it should be sent to the ISRP.   

Noting this is an Accord project, Eden said the Council has not yet formulated a comprehensive 
approach on how the Accord projects should be handled.  

Our intent with the Accord projects is to bring every one of them through the ISRP, Booth stated.  
This is an existing project, and it was identified as one that could be moved through pretty 
quickly, and the sponsors want to do the work in the upcoming season, he said.  If and when 
projects are ready, we want to move them forward -- we don't want to hold them up for a 
bureaucratic process, Booth added.   

Measure moved that the Council recommend that BPA fund Project #2002-061-00, Restore 
Potlatch River Watershed.  Wallace seconded, and the motion passed. 

Fritsch described another fish habitat restoration project that he said staff recommends be sent 
for ISRP review before approval.  This is a BiOp project, he noted.    Measure moved that the 
Council recommend that BPA fund Project #2007-127-00, Reestablish Connectivity and Restore 
Fish Habitat in the East Fork of the South Fork Salmon River Watershed.  Wallace seconded, 
and the motion passed.              

6. Status report on issues for the Sixth Power Plan:   
Terry Morlan, director, power division. 

Staffer Terry Morlan briefed the Council on the Sixth Power Plan, pointing out that staff has 
worked intensively over the past year to develop the information and refine the analytical tools 
needed for the plan.  We expect to have a draft plan for the Council to release in May and a final 
plan ready for adoption in August, he noted.   

Morlan listed some "big changes" from the last power plan.  These include: higher fuel prices; 
climate change policies that increase uncertainty and risk for the power system; the need to 
address seasonal, daily, hourly, and within-hour loads, in addition to planning for annual energy 
needs; and the increasing importance of transmission capability and operation.   
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Morlan said the biggest issue over the next 20 years is how the region will meet demand.  He 
noted that nuclear power won't be able to meet it in the short term, that natural gas is expensive, 
and that using "brain power" to find and employ new energy-efficiency measures will be very 
important.   

Eden, who chairs the Power Committee, said that committee had recently received presentations 
on efficiency potential in a variety of sectors in the Northwest, such as agriculture.   

7. Presentation by Alcoa on proposed principles for electricity service:   
Jack Speer, Speer Energy Consulting LLC; Mike Rousseau, Intalco Plant Manager; and Mike 
Dotten, Attorney for Alcoa. 

Jack Speer, consultant to Alcoa, kicked off a panel presentation on a BPA-Alcoa memorandum 
of understanding (MOU) that would result in a proposed sale of 240 MWa of BPA power to 
Alcoa's Intalco plant from 2011 until 2028.  Intalco, located in Ferndale, is "a real important 
piece of the fabric of the community in that part of Washington state," he said.   

The 240 MWa would serve about half the load at the Intalco plant; to serve the full load, Alcoa 
would have to buy the other half of the power in the market, Speer noted.  He pointed out that 
BPA may also offer a contract to Columbia Falls Aluminum for up to 105 MWa, but said that is 
a separate arrangement and not part of the MOU with Alcoa.   

Under the MOU, BPA's goal is to purchase the power from the market at less than $73 per 
megawatt-hour (MWh), according to Speer.  BPA would sell the power to Alcoa at the Industrial 
Power (IP) rate determined in each rate case, he said.  Currently, the IP rate is $35/MWh, while 
BPA's preference customer rate is $26/MWh, Speer added. 

Alcoa believes the Northwest Preference Act of 1964 and the Northwest Power Act were 
intended to provide full service from BPA to Intalco and other DSI plants, he stated.  Others in 
the region believe it would be illegal for BPA to continue to serve aluminum plants, Speer said.  
BPA thinks it has the discretion to serve DSI loads, and these legal issues are before the Ninth 
Circuit Court in San Francisco, he noted. 

If Alcoa prevails in court, a different contract may be required, but if others prevail, Alcoa's 
contract may end, according to Speer.  If BPA prevails, the proposed MOU and contract should 
endure because the MOU is based on equity, he stated. 

Alcoa has been a BPA customer for almost 70 years and has helped lower rates to all BPA 
customers, Speer continued.  The federal hydro system might not have been completed if it 
weren't for the DSIs, he said.  At one point, BPA served six different Alcoa plants totaling more 
than 1,800 MWa, Speer pointed out.  This MOU concentrates all our entitlements down to 240 
MWa for one plant, he said.   

If we have to go to the market to buy all of our power, it will cause the Intalco plant to close, 
Speer told the Council.  It would not be equitable to meet regional load growth through 
discontinuing all service to the DSIs "just because other customers want slightly lower rates," he 
said.   
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You'll hear this is a subsidy, but it's not, Speer stated.  This MOU would provide power at rates 
that are about 38 percent higher than rates to consumer-owned utilities, he said.  If BPA is able to 
purchase 240 MWa of power at target prices for 10 years, Alcoa will commit to an annual 
payroll of $48 million and can justify investing $160 million in capital to keep the plant efficient 
and improve environmental performance, Speer added.          

Timing is very important because recent market conditions indicate it may be possible to allow 
Intalco to operate while limiting exposure for other BPA customers' rates, he stated.  Bruce 
Measure asked what Alcoa's position is on whether the sale needs to go through the 6(c) process.  
We are attempting to acquire 240 MWa for a 10-year period, and that would qualify for a 6(c) 
process, but it could take a year to go through it, Speer replied.  There are other methods that 
could be used that may not require that process, or there could be a shortened 6(c) process, he 
said.   

Market purchases under this MOU are different than the major resource acquisitions 
contemplated in Section 6 of the Power Act, Speer continued.  The 6(c) process was for big 
projects like nuclear plants, but this is a market purchase, not a generation resource, and there's a 
different risk profile, he said.  Alcoa is assuming the risk of non-performance and of stranded 
costs, Speer noted. 

Can Alcoa resell the power? Eden asked.  If we buy industrial power from BPA, we can't resell 
it, replied Speer.   

We are asking the Council to work with BPA to minimize the time needed for BPA to acquire 
power under the MOU and to eliminate any duplication of processes involving BPA and the 
Council, he said.  If we can't do a 10-year purchase, the MOU has provisions to do a five-year 
purchase, and that wouldn't need a 6(c) process, noted Speer.         

Mike Rousseau, manager of the Intalco plant, told the Council "we'd like this to go as fast as 
possible" because the market window is open.  He said the plant had cut its greenhouse gas 
emissions by half since 1990. 

So you want to move forward in advance of the Ninth Circuit Court's decision? Council Chair 
Bill Booth asked.  The existing contract will expire, and Alcoa has to make plans, replied Mike 
Dotten, Alcoa attorney.  BPA recognized that and decided to offer this contract, he said.  We 
have moved forward based on BPA's thinking it has the authority to do this, and if the court 
decides otherwise, we'll have to undo this deal, Speer added.    

The Council hasn't done a 6(c) for some time -- "we've had to dust off the process," said Karier.  
We want to make sure whatever BPA does conforms to the Power Act, but I don't see why it 
would take an undue amount of time, he added. 

I encourage you and BPA to think about demand-response provisions as the contract develops, 
Karier said.  You should make sure the door is open to arrangements like short-term curtailments 
that are mutually beneficial to Alcoa and the power system, he stated. 

We are eager and willing to enter into arrangements for reserves, said Speer.  We should be 
working such things out, but they require a BPA rate case, and that takes time, he noted. 
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8. Presentation by the Public Power Council on service to direct service 
industries:   
Scott Corwin, executive director, Public Power Council. 

Scott Corwin, executive director of the Public Power Council, said BPA's preference customers 
have a different perspective on the equity aspect of the proposed power sale to Alcoa.  To us, 
BPA is proposing to enter into a contract with Alcoa to acquire power at market prices and sell it 
to Alcoa at a price heavily subsidized by public utility customers, he stated.   

The problem with the equity arguments is that they are vague in concept and vague in 
implementation, Corwin said.  We object to the proposal because it is counter to BPA's legal 
mandate, fails to achieve any legitimate BPA goal, and is detrimental to the interests of the 
Northwest as a whole, and public utility customers in particular, he stated. 

Corwin pointed out that numerous industries served by public utilities, such as Weyerhaeuser, 
NORPAC, and Longview Fibre, have filed comments with BPA opposing the sale.  The publics 
and their industrial customers don't think BPA should be "picking winners and losers" in the 
private sector, he said.  Our industrial customers think they have been "picked to lose" by BPA, 
Corwin stated, since retaining aluminum company jobs in one community means that "other 
equally deserving workers in other communities may lose their jobs because of higher power 
prices their utility must pay to subsidize Alcoa." 

We've moved to an era of encouraging conservation and diverse new resource development, and 
this proposal conflicts with that, Corwin told the Council.  It would have one or two companies 
buy at the Industrial Power rate and that doesn't feel equitable to companies who are public 
utility customers, he said.   

Corwin pointed out that studies conducted for the Council and BPA, such as one done by Beyers 
in 1996 and one by Hamilton and Robison the same year, show that, particularly at high power 
prices, the jobs gained in Whatcom County would be offset by jobs lost elsewhere, with perhaps 
a net loss of jobs in the region.  The annual subsidy being proposed for the Alcoa plant is over 
$140,000 per job, he said.              

Congress' intent in the Northwest Power Act wasn't for one specially tailored deal for one 
specific company, according to Corwin.  With all the changes that have occurred with prices and 
the economics of aluminum production, it's hard to see how the old mutually beneficially 
arrangement BPA had with aluminum companies is feasible today, he said.  The fact that a 
mutually beneficial relationship existed in the past is not a good reason to establish a one-sided 
relationship for the future, and that's why we oppose this proposal, Corwin added.    

There are a lot of questions about this proposal that need to be examined, he continued.  For 
example, Corwin said, are renewable resources part of this mix, or would it increase BPA's 
carbon footprint?  What impact would a BPA purchase of this size in the near term have on its 
ability to make Tier 2 power purchases for new publics and new tribal utilities?   

As for having a 6(c) process, the first question is whether this proposal should move forward at 
all, and we think it shouldn't, Corwin told the Council.  But if it does, we wouldn’t want that 
process to get short shrift, he said.   
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9. Update on the draft Fish and Wildlife Program amendment process:   
Patty O’Toole, program implementation manager; Sandra Hirotsu, senior counsel; and Lynn 
Palensky, program planning and special projects coordinator. 

Staffer Patty O'Toole reported it will take three months after the comment period closes on 
December 1 to finish up work on the Council's fish and wildlife program amendment process.  
We'll summarize all the comments and identify the main issues that have arisen in them at the 
December meeting, she said.   

We'll have a revised draft of the program for you before the January meeting, and at that 
meeting, we think it will take a full day to review the draft, O'Toole told the Council.  The 
schedule calls for a final vote on the program in February, with the adoption of the program 
findings in April, she said. 

Staffer Sandra Hirotsu highlighted some of the areas of the program that have received a lot of 
comment thus far.  With respect to biological objectives, we are getting comments that the 
program lacks specific quantitative goals and needs to include subbasin and province-level 
biological objectives, she said.  We received many comments on eliminating the 5 million fish 
goal, with some approving, and others saying the Council "shouldn't retreat" from it, according 
to Hirotsu.   

There were many comments about the Fish Passage Center, including concerns about whether it 
can provide objective analysis, and suggestions that the FPC not be specifically named in the 
program at all, she said.  A lot of comments involved hatcheries and harvest, with some 
supporting the Council taking on hatcheries and harvest issues, but others saying the program 
must be consistent with U.S. v Oregon, the Columbia Basin Accords, the Pacific Salmon Treaty, 
and tribes' treaty rights, Hirotsu reported. 

There were comments both for and against a 2-to-1 crediting ratio for wildlife mitigation, she 
said.  We received favorable comment on the Independent Scientific Review Panel (ISRP) and 
support for streamlining ISRP reviews, according to Hirotsu.   

Research, monitoring, and evaluation (RM&E) was "a hot topic," she said.  There was support 
for clear guidance on RM&E data collection, for performance metrics and reporting measures, 
and for the Council's high-level indicators, Hirotsu noted.  Subbasin plans got a lot of comments, 
with calls to expedite updating them, support for continuing to use them as the basis for project 
review, and spelling out their relationship to recovery plans, she said. 

We received numerous comments about the level of detail in the program, with some people 
supporting a "high-level" document, and others wondering why specific detail was omitted, 
Hirotsu continued.  There were recommendations that tribal measures be incorporated and given 
deference, she said.  We had many comments about the impact of the program on power prices, 
with some people saying they are counting on the Council to hold the line and make sure money 
is well spent, she reported.                  

10. Update on High-Level Indicators:   
Tom Karier, Washington Council Member; and Nancy Leonard, fish, wildlife and ecosystem 
monitoring and evaluation manager. 
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Karier reported on progress in developing High-Level Indicators, which he said give the Council 
a way to report on and measure the success of its fish and wildlife program and also to prioritize 
RM&E in the program.  He described four milestones.  The first is developing a list of indicators.  
We have done that and come up with 17 of them, Karier stated.   

The second is creating a web site, and we are working on that, he said.  The third is to identify 
sources of data and populate the indicators with that information, Karier noted.  This major step 
precedes the fourth milestone, which would be carrying out a categorical review of the program's 
existing RM&E, based on the indicators, he said.   

Of the 17 indicators we've developed, two are completed, 13 are under way, and two have yet to 
be assigned, Karier reported.  Our goal is to have them all finished by June of next year, he said.  
Karier described several of the indicators and explained how data for them is being gathered and 
by whom.   

He said he hopes the indicators will be in good enough shape that the Council can use them in a 
review of RM&E in the program between July and December of next year.  RM&E is taking a 
lot of the budget of our program, Booth stated.  We've gotten many questions about how the 
program can be more efficient and about what money is being spent for, so I appreciate the work 
Tom is doing on these indicators, he said.             

11. Council business: 
−  Approval of minutes  

Measure moved to approve the minutes for the October 15-16, 2008 Council meeting held in 
Missoula, Montana.  Whiting seconded, and the motion passed. 

Approved December 10, 2008. 

/s/ Bruce Measure 

Vice-Chair 
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